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Description 

Siteimprove has created a collection of short informational videos on various topics called the 

"Breakthrough Series". They consist of a subject matter expert speaking about a topic in front of 

the camera from their home office or the Toronto office.   

The video opens to show Jennifer speaking on camera for the entire length of the video. She is 

not sharing any screenshots or animations. Jennifer has dark brown hair and is wearing a black 

sweater with a white horizontal stripe. 

Transcript 

Jennifer Doyle: 

Hey everyone, today I'm going to talk a little bit about how digital user experience impacts your 

bottom line.  

As most of you may know, user experience is more important than ever before. As we've made 

the shift, becoming a digital first culture over the last year, the way a business presents itself 

online can really make or break how a potential buyer feels about you. 

In a Walker study, they found that by the end of 2020, customer experience would overtake 

price and products as the key brand differentiator.  

https://videos.siteimprove.com/en-ca/watch/Z572teKsH5xuB7sRn9hCj5
https://videos.siteimprove.com/en-ca/watch/Z572teKsH5xuB7sRn9hCj5


So, think about companies or brands that you're loyal to. If their website was difficult to 

navigate, slow, or poorly designed, would they really still have your business? The answer is 

probably not. 

In fact, 50 percent of customers will stop visiting your site if it provides a poor user experience, 

even if they like your brand.  

This is why Google's new page experience update is so important. Page experience will actually 

become a deciding ranking factor between similar pages. So, this means that Google will push 

Page A further up the search rankings than Page B if Page A receives a higher page experience 

score.  

So, no matter whether you're a B2B company or B2C company, if your website is otherwise 

indistinguishable from your competitor's sites, page experience will become the decisive factor 

that you can really exploit to gain a competitive edge in the search rankings. 

Thanks so much for watching and be sure to check out our other videos. 
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